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Mental Health Panel Discussion

Join us for an in-person panel discussion on Addressing Mental Health in Illinois from 12-2 pm on Thursday! This panel discussion will feature Southern Illinois University School of Medicine's Department of Population Science and Policy (SIU PSP) and the University of Southern California's Leonard D. Schaeffer Center for Health Policy and Economics (USC Schaeffer Center). Crown Family School professor and GPHAP Faculty Chair, Colleen Grogan will be the moderator of the event. The opening keynote speaker is Sameer Vohra, MD, JD, MA, Director of the USC Schaeffer Center's Health and Economics Program.
of the Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH), who will be connecting virtually. Thanks to the GPHAP Brown Fellows for coordinating this event, with a special shout-out to Brown Fellows, Yuki Chong (Harris) and Alice Thompson (Law), and to Harris student, Kenneth Zalke. The event will be held in the Sky Suite of the Keller Center, Harris School of Public Policy. Lunch will be provided.

Please register today so we have an accurate catering count: click here!
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Opportunities

Partners in Health Engage is a network of teams around the U.S. joining forces to advance the movement for universal health care. By working in collaboration with Partners In Health, a global health and social justice nonprofit that provides care in some of the world’s most impoverished places, PIH aims to bring attention to the global disparity in access to health care and push for global change. If you are interested in global health, social justice, or public policy you starting a Partners in Health Engage team! If you’re interested or want to learn more, fill out this interest form or email Sam Kelts at skelts@pih.org!
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Upcoming Events

Tuesday, March 28, 2023 | 5:30 PM - 6:30 PM CST | Register Here
The Syrian Crisis and the Healthcare Implications | The Pearson Institute
Dr. Mufaddal Hamadeh, former president of the Syrian American Medical Society

Monday, April 3, 2023 - Wednesday, April 5, 2023 | Register Here
University of Chicago World Health Week: Building Health Equities
Monday - Neighborhoods: Violence, Poverty, and Inequalities
Tuesday - Lobbies on the Menu: The Food Industry Against Public Health in Contemporary France
Wednesday - Organizational Roles in Refugee Mental Health

Thursday, April 13, 2023 | 5:00 PM CST | Register Here
Optimism in the Face of Inequality | The Bowman Society
Dr. Thomas Fisher, MD, MPH
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Recorded Lectures

Many of the lectures listed in the GPHAP Weekly Digest are recorded and archived for later listening. You can look back to see if there are recent lectures that interest you, and they can count as GPHAP co-curriculars. Here are links to archived lectures.

CHAS Michael Davis Lectures
https://chas.uchicago.edu/events/mdl/

MacLean Center for Clinical Medical Ethics lectures
https://www.youtube.com/user/MacLeanCenter

Harvard School of Public Health Forum lectures
https://theforum.sph.harvard.edu/events/

Bowman Society Lectures
https://pritzker.uchicago.edu/resources/bowman-society

MATTER Health Events
https://matter.health/events

Health Affairs Podcasts - an hour's worth of content
https://www.healthaffairs.org/podcasts

KHN's 'What the Health'? - an hour's worth of content

COVID-19, Women and Health
https://theforum.sph.harvard.edu/events/covid-19-women-and-health/

The Pandemic's Toll on Children's Mental Health
https://theforum.sph.harvard.edu/events/the-pandemics-toll-on-childrens-mental-health/

GPHAP Social Media

GPHAP has a Facebook Group for Current Students and Alumni. Go to Facebook and search for The UChicago Graduate Program in Health Administration & Policy or click on: https://www.facebook.com/groups/gphap/
There is a LinkedIn Group for GPHAP Alumni, and current students are welcome to join. Click on this link or go to LinkedIn and search for “GPHAP” and Request to Join. The site is a great source for updates on GPHAP Alumni. Job Opportunities also are posted there by the GPHAP Office and by GPHAP Alumni.

GPHAP has a Twitter Page. Please follow @UCgphap.

GPHAP’s Website is: https://gphap.uchicago.edu

Join the WhatsApp GPHAP Social Group. Students can reach out to see who is going to GPHAP events or to provide info about other activities. WhatsApp Social Group: https://chat.whatsapp.com/invite/BYMEUqshxH1K6xpID5OmAk